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Executive Summary 
This technical report outlines the development of my final year project, Student 
Engagement portal, with the main focus on project specifications, requirements and 
implementation. 

This report highlights the importance of tracking student engagement and retention from 
learning platforms in order to identify students who are at risk of failing behind early on. 
Student engagement is a huge problem in both public and private universities, when the 
student engagement drops, the student retention also drops. There are three main steps to 
prevent low engagement and retention, they are described as: (Anon., 2016) 

• Early Identification 
• Early Intervention 
• Continuous improvement 

The student engagement portal centres around these steps in order to best support at risk 
students. At risk students can be identified at the glance using the Student Engagement 
Dashboard. Users can intervene if they identify an at-risk student. They can intervene by 
emailing students through the Portal. Lecturers can improve activities to keep students 
engaged whilst adapting to the engagement. 

The student engagement portal will be very useful and important especially as online 
learning becomes more popular. The student engagement portal allows for authorised users 
to easily understand the student engagement for their module in a glance, they can also 
email students who are falling behind and not completing content. 

The student engagement portal allows for authorised users to easily understand the student 
engagement for their module in a glance, they can also email students who are falling 
behind and not completing content. This works by allowing users to upload an excel file. 
Once the excel is uploaded, the information from the excel can be seen on a unique page 
created. On this unique dashboard page, users will see graphs and charts of the data from 
the excel. Users will also see a table where they can email students who are falling behind. 

The Student Engagement Portal also has an admin portal where reports, modules and 
courses can be customised as well as users’ information. 
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1.0 Introduction 
1.1. Background 

One of my duties as online learning support in the National College of Ireland is to track 
student engagement and retention on directed eLearning modules each semester. In order 
to track student engagement and retention, I would manually go through each module and 
check if students completed their required learning content for that week, and if any 
students didn’t complete it, I would email them a a reminder/support email. However, this 
process was extremely time consuming, and I was left with no time to complete my other 
duties.  

After all the positive feedback I got from students who I supported after reaching out to 
them based on my findings when tracking student engagement and retention, an example 
can be seen below, I knew that this was a very important task to complete weekly, however 
was too time consuming. 

  

Because this task was very important but time consuming, I got to brainstorming and came 
up with a student retention portal that would be semi-automated and could perform all the 
tasks needed in a matter of minutes, rather than hours.  

I got the motivation to develop a portal where I could drop in files and a dashboard with 
charts and graphs would display the student’s engagement for a particular module, and 
from that portal I could then email any students who hasn’t completed the required content 
at that point. 

As online learning becomes more popular, we found it harder to track student’s 
engagements in modules as when classes are held on a college campus, lecturers can see 
whose attending class and can monitor work being completed. However, in an online 
setting, the responsibility falls on the learner, to attend and complete the learning activities. 
On educational learning platform like Moodle, we are able to track very basically if a student 
has completed an activity or not and from that we can download it and then go through 
each student and email them.  
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1.2. Aims 
The objective of my project the Student Engagement Portal is to give lecturers and admin 
staff in colleges and universities an application where they can monitor student engagement 
and identify and intervene with at risk students quickly. 

My main aim for this project is to develop a web-based server that is independent of its data 
source. The server will then access mediated data and then display the data as charts and 
graphs in a dashboard. The server can then send generic reminder/support email to people, 
email can be seen in appendix 6.3.1. The main aims for the student engagement dashboard 
are the following:  

• Web based server developed using PHP 
• Application connected to a database 
• Application accepts mediated data 
• Application displays mediated data in a dashboard 
• Dashboard can be filtered 
• Students who are behind can be emailed 

Each one of my aims for my project are extremely important. Useful functionality offered by 
the student engagement portal would be the emailing functionality. Users can view an 
engagement of a module and if a student is identified as behind, then an email can be sent 
out to the student offering support and guidance. 

The Student Engagement Portal will also include an admin portal. In this admin portal, the 
courses, dashboards and modules can be managed. Admins can create new courses that will 
show up in the users’ dropdowns when they are creating modules, delete courses which will 
delete all modules and dashboards associated with that course and deactivate courses so 
that they won’t show up on the dropdown for users however the modules and dashboards 
are still on the database. Admin can also manage modules, they can create new modules, 
delete modules and activate or deactivate modules. Admin can also manage user accounts, 
they can create new users, update users and delete users. 

The Student Engagement Portal will also create unique dashboards to display information 
given from an excel of csv file. Users will be able to view only the modules they created, and 
if they want to view a dashboard for one of those modules, they just have to click the 
module. Once the module is clicked, the dashboard will be displayed and the charts, tables 
and graphs will be populated with information from the file that was uploaded when that 
module was created. 

The main focus of my project is to allow educational institutions to track student 
engagement and student retention on their online learning platforms, like Moodle for 
example. This Project will allow educational institutions to quickly and effectivity identity 
students who might be struggling with a module. If a student has been identified as 
possibility struggling, a reminder/support email can be sent out to the student  
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1.3.  Technology 
1.3.1 IntelliJ IDEA 

IntelliJ IDEA is an integrated development environment (IDE) written in java. IntelliJ IDEA 
was developed by JetBrains. (Anon., n.d.)I am using IntelliJ IDEA as an IDE. IntelliJ IDEA 
allowed to create code, debug errors and design my project. With IntelliJ IDEA I was able to 
download plugins to run PHP files effectively. I downloaded and installed plugins like PHP, 
PhpClean and PHPUnit Enhancement. 

PHPUnit is a plugin that provides users the ability to edit and debug, PHPUnit, Smarty, Twig 
and various frameworks support. I used the PHP plugin so that I could code PHP files. 
PhpClean is a plugin that allows for static Code Analysis for PhpStorm and IntelliJ Idea. 
PHPUnit Enhancement is a plugin that provides smart autocomplete, code navigation and 
refactoring features for mocked class methods of PHPUnit, Prophecy, and Mockery. 

1.3.2 PHP 
Hypertext Pre-processor (PHP) is known as a general-purpose scripting language. PHP is 
commonly used to develop dynamic and interactive websites. PHP can be embedded into 
HTML, which makes adding functionality to web pages simpler. (Anon., n.d.) 

The student engagement portal is developed in the PHP language as the application is a  
web-based server and PHP was the language most suited to the project’s needs. When 
looking at the project aims and objectives, such as, needing to upload external files to a 
database and then call those files in order to create the charts and graphs for the dashboard 
system and PHP has the ability to do that that. 

1.3.3 HTML & CSS 
The Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML) is the standard mark-up language for documents. 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for describing the style of 
documents that are written in HTML. (Anon., n.d.) 

The student engagement portal is using HTML and CSS in order to design some of the main 
pages in the project. HTML will be used to create the structure of the web pages and the 
content within the pages whilst CSS will be used to create the design for those pages. 

1.3.4 MySQL 
MySQL is a relational database management system. Databases are used to store 
information. (Anon., n.d.) Information stored in a database can include any information that 
needs to be remembered such as a user’s registration information, modules, courses and 
dashboards. 

When I began my project, I started with a MongoDB database. MongoDB is a source-
available cross-platform document-oriented database program. I had no experience using a 
MongoDB before and that made the implementation very difficult for me. Quickly I realised 
that MongoDB is not suitable for a PHP application as I was unable to seamlessly integrate 
the database into the application. I decided to change my database to a MySQL database 
using PhpMyAdmin. Once I changed to the MySQL database, I stopped having any problems 
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with the database implementation. MySQL was the better database solution based on the 
applications needs. 

1.3.5 PHPUnit 
PHPUnit is a unit testing framework for PHP. (Anon., n.d.) PHPUnit will be used to create 
unit tests for the student engagement portal. Unit tests include multiple assertions, and 
these unit tests are the following: 

• Login 
• Modules 
• Courses 

1.3.6 GitHub 
GitHub is a provider of hosting for software development projects and version control using 
Git. GitHub was chosen for the version control of the Student Engagement Portal. GitHub 
gives the ability to track all the changes made within a repository and check the history of 
each file in that repository. This is helpful because as the student engagement portal is 
being developed and features being added to the project, if something breaks, its quicker to 
identity where the issue may lie or roll back the application to a previous version.  

1.3.7 XAMPP 
XAMPP is an open-source cross-platform web server solution stack package. XAMPP 
includes interpreters for scripts written in the PHP programming language. (Anon., n.d.) 

The student engagement portal uses XAMPP, as XAMPP allows PHP Script to run and be 
shown in localhost. This is one of the only ways to view PHP scripts locally. 
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1.4. Structure 
This technical document is structured around the requirements, design and graphical 
user interface of my project.  This technical document structure is as follows: 

1. Introduction - The first part this report was the background and overview of 
technologies used for the project. 

2. Requirements - The requirements section is split up into multiple different 
sections, these sections are:  

a. Functional Requirements - Functional requirements purpose is to detail 
what the system will accomplish. 

b. Data Requirements – Pre-processing and maintenance of data throughout 
projects implementation.  

c. User Requirements – How the project meets the needs and requirements 
for end users.  

d. Environmental Requirements - Outlines projects visual or auditory 
deficits. 

e. Usability Requirements - Outlines the efficiency of use, Intuitiveness, Ease 
of use for the project. 

2. Design & Architecture – Details the design, system architecture and components 
used in the project. 

3. Implementation – Outlines the development approaches and implementation of 
main algorithms/classes/functions used in the code taken to achieve project aims 
and goals. 

4. Graphical User Interface (GUI) – Details the GUI key screens using screenshots 
and explain what can be seen in each one. 

5. Conclusion – Conclusion of project, positive and negatives of the final project. 
6. Further Development or Research – What would I do if I had more time available 

to do this project. 
7. References – Any references used in this project to support claims or statements. 
8. Appendix – Supplementary external documents such as project proposal is 

included in the appendix. 
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2.0 System 
2.1. Requirements 

2.1.1 Functional Requirements 
1. Login System 

A fully implemented and working database that is incorporated into the Student 
Engagement Portal that allows for the reading from the database. The purpose of this 
database is to hold all user's login information as well as dashboards.  

MySQL is the database of choice and is used to hold all information generated by the 
application. The reason for having accounts at all is to link user accounts to dashboards. 
Registration is not an option as only authorized personnel can access this portal. When a 
user logs into the Student Engagement Portal, they will be shown either the admin or user 
home page, based on the role that is stored in the database that they were given when their 
account was created. 

2. Upload Files 

Using PHP and MySQL, users will be able to upload CSV files to the application in order to 
generate a dashboard on engagement based on the data within that CSV file.  

In this requirement, I have a checker to check if the file being uploaded is actually a CSV file. 
If the file isn’t a CSV file, then the file won’t be uploaded to the database. If it is a CSV file, 
then the application will check if the file already exists within the database, if it doesn’t, 
then the application will check the file size to make sure it’s not equal to zero. If the file is a 
CSV, doesn’t already exist and the size file isn’t zero, then the file will be uploaded to the 
MongoDB database and the dashboard will be generated. 

3. View and Generate Dashboard 

To view and generate dashboard the main requirement for this project, in order to generate 
the dashboard, we need to be able to read csv files, and then generate charts from those 
CSVs and list off the students in the CSVs to allow for the emailing functionality to work. 
Once a file is uploaded, a dashboard should generate, and from that dashboard generating, 
charts and lists should generate 

4. Email Students 

Emailing students is an important part of student engagement. This requirement will allow 
users to specifically choose students from the dashboard to send a reminder/support email 
to, email can be seen in appendix 6.3.1. 
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2.1.2 Use Case Diagrams 
2.1.2.1 Requirement 1: User Login 

2.1.2.1.1 Description & Priority 
The User is able to log into the portal and can reset password if needed. This is a 
crucial feature and has high priority. 

2.1.2.1.2 Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to allow users to log into the student engagement 
portal. 

Description 

This use case describes the actions taken by a user to log into the student 
engagement portal. 

Use Case Diagram 
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Flow Description 

Precondition 

The system is in initialisation mode, the user has received their login details and 
has navigated to the web-based server. 

Activation 

This use case starts when an <Actor> has navigated to the web-based server. 

Main flow 

1. The system displays the log in page. 
2. The <Actor> enters in their email. 
3. The <Actor> enters in their password. 
4. The system validates the entered email and password and logs the actor 

into the system 
Alternate flow 

A1: Invalid Email/Password 
1. The system cannot validate the entered email and password. 
2. The system displays an error message. 
3. The use case continues at position 2 of the main flow 

Exceptional flow 
N/A   
Termination 

The system presents the next webpage which is the homepage 

Post condition 

If use case was successful, the <Actor> is now logged into the system. If not, the 
system state is unchanged. 
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2.1.2.2 Requirement 2: User Uploads File 
2.1.2.2.1 Description & Priority 

The user will be able to upload a file and the file is verified. This is a crucial 
feature as the rest of the requirements cannot be completed without this 
requirement, therefor it has high priority. 

2.1.2.2.2 Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to allow users to upload a file the student 
engagement portal. 

Description 

This use case describes the actions taken by a user to upload a file. 

Use Case Diagram 

 

Flow Description 
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Precondition 

The system has been logged into successful by an <Actor>. 

Activation 

This use case starts when an <Actor> is on the home page. 

Main flow 

1. The system displays the home page. 
2. The <Actor> clicks the ‘Choose File’ button on the home page. 
3. The <Actor> chooses a file to upload. 
4. The <Actor> clicks the ‘Submit’ button. 
5. The system validates the file uploaded. 

Alternate flow 

A1: File not validated 
1. The system cannot valid the file submitted. 
2. The system displays an error message. 
3. The use case continues at position 2 of the main flow. 

Exceptional flow 
N/A   
Termination 

The system presents the generated dashboard page to <Actor> 

Post condition 

If use case was successful, the <Actor> can now navigate to a dashboard page on 
the system. If not the system state is unchanged. 
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2.1.2.3 Requirement 3: User Views Module Dashboard 
2.1.2.3.1 Description & Priority 

The user will be able to view generated dashboard page. This is high priority as it 
is the main functionality of this application. 

2.1.2.3.2 Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to allow users to view and filter generated 
dashboards. 

Description 

This use case describes the actions taken by a user to view a generated 
dashboard and filter the charts and graphs within that dashboard. 

Use Case Diagram 
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Flow Description 

Precondition 

The system has successful verified a file uploaded by an <Actor> 

Activation 

This use case starts when an <Actor> uploads a file successfully to the system. 

Main flow 

1. The system identifies the file uploaded by <Actor> 
2. The <Actor> clicks on the Modules tab in the top navigation bar 
3. The system displays a dropdown of all dashboards available for the 

<Actor> 
4. The <Actor> can see the new dashboard page has been created 
5. The <Actor> clicks on the new dashboard page from the dropdown. 
6. The system displays the new dashboard page. 
7. The <Actor> clicks on a chart or graph in dashboard 
8. The <Actor> filters the chart by student name, activity or week. 
9. The system displays the filtered chart. 

Alternate flow 
A1: Dashboard not generated 

1. The system failed to generate report. 
2. The system reloads the home page. 
3. The use case continues at position 2 of the main flow. 

Exceptional flow 
N/A   
Termination 

The system presents the charts and graphs on the Dashboard page. 

Post condition 

If use case was successful, the <Actor> can now view the dashboard page and 
can filter the graph. If not the system state is unchanged and <Actor> remains on 
the home page. 
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2.1.2.4 Requirement 5: User emails Student 
2.1.2.4.1 Description & Priority 

The user can choose to email students. This functionality has a high priority as 
this function is an important part of student engagement which is the support 
piece. 

2.1.2.4.2  Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to allow users to choose students to send a 
reminder/support email to. 

Description 

This use case describes the actions taken by a user to send a reminder/support 
email. 

Use Case Diagram 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The system has successful generated a dashboard and <Actor> has navigated to 
dashboard page. 

Activation 

This use case starts when an <Actor> navigates to a dashboard page. 

Main flow 

1. The system identifies that the <Actor> is on a Dashboard page. 
2. The <Actor> views the list of students. 
3. The <Actor> clicks on the ‘Email’ button corresponding to the student 

they want to send the reminder/support to. 
4. The system identifies the student and retrieves their student email from 

the database. 
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5. The system then sends out the generic reminder/support email to the 
chosen student. 

6. The system displays a success message. 
Alternate flow 

A1: Email not sent 
1. The system cannot retrieve the students email from the database. 
2. The system displays an error message. 

 
Exceptional flow 
N/A   
Termination 

The system presents a success or error message. 

Post condition 

If use case was successful, the <Actor> will see a success message pop up on the 
system. If not, the system state is unchanged, and an error message is displayed. 
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2.1.2.5 Requirement 6: User management 
2.1.2.5.1 Description & Priority 

The user can choose to view users, edit, add or delete courses. This feature has a 
high priority as this function is an important part of student engagement because 
users cannot sign up to the Student Engagement Portal. 

2.1.2.5.2  Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to allow users to view, delete, create and edit users. 

Description 

This use case describes the actions taken by a user to create a new user. 

Use Case Diagram 
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Flow Description 

Precondition 

The system has navigated to the User Management  page and the <Actor> is 
logged in as an admin. 

Activation 

This use case starts when an <Actor> navigates to a user management page. 

Main flow 

1. The system identifies that the <Actor> is on a User Management page. 
2. The <Actor> views the list of users. 
3. The <Actor> clicks on the ‘Add User button. 
4. The system displays the add user page. 
5. The <Actor> adds in name, username, email, password and role to the 

form. 
6. The system then checks if the username already exists in the database. 
7. The system displays a success message. 

Alternate flow 

A1: Username already exists 
1. The system cannot Add user to the database as username already exists. 
2. The system displays an error message. 
3. The use case continues at position 3 of the main flow. 

 
Exceptional flow 
N/A   
Termination 

The system presents a success or error message. 

Post condition 

If use case was successful, the <Actor> will see the new user in the user table. If not, 
the system state is unchanged, and an error message is displayed. 
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2.1.2.6 Requirement 5: Course 
2.1.2.6.1 Description & Priority 

The user can choose to view courses, edit, add or delete courses.  

2.1.2.6.2  Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to allow users to view, delete, create and edit 
courses. 

Description 

This use case describes the actions taken by a user to create a new course. 

Use Case Diagram 
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Flow Description 

Precondition 

The system has navigated to the Courses page and the <Actor> is logged in as an 
admin. 

Activation 

This use case starts when an <Actor> navigates to a course page. 

Main flow 

8. The system identifies that the <Actor> is on a Course page. 
9. The <Actor> views the list of courses. 
10. The <Actor> clicks on the ‘Add Module’ button. 
11. The system displays the add course page. 
12. The <Actor> adds in a course name and id. 
13. The system then checks if the course ID already exists in the database. 
14. The system displays a success message. 

Alternate flow 

A1: Course ID already exists 
4. The system cannot Add course to the database as course ID already 

exists. 
5. The system displays an error message. 
6. The use case continues at position 3 of the main flow. 

 
Exceptional flow 
N/A   
Termination 

The system presents a success or error message. 

Post condition 

If use case was successful, the <Actor> will see the new course in the course table. If 
not, the system state is unchanged, and an error message is displayed. 
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2.1.2 Data Requirements 
The data requirements for this project will be a csv file with students and lessons 
information in it. In this CSV, we would need to know the students’ names, email addresses, 
the lessons they had to complete and if they completed them or not. 

Information uploaded to the Student Engagement Portal will be stored on a MySQL 
database and will be linked to users using ids and foreign keys. 

2.1.3 User Requirements 
The user requirements for the Student Engagement Portal are that the user has an account 
and must be connected to the interview via WI-FI. 

2.1.4 Environmental Requirements 
N/A 

2.1.5 Usability Requirements 
When it comes to usability requires, the main requirement was to have the interface to be 
easy to use and understand. My project will follow an aesthetically pleasing colour palette, 
which will make the application easy to look at and understand. 

In order to keep the application interface intuitive and easy to understand, I focused on 
simplicity when creating my UI. Along as I kept my application efficient and I can complete 
my requirements, then my UI doesn’t need to be complex. Considering the target audience 
for my application will be a mix of people with all different levels of technology experience, I 
really kept my UI simple but made sure the usability was still there. 

Usability testing was performed on the Student Engagement Portal and changed occurred 
based on the findings after testing. Testing information and results  can be found in 2.5.2 
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2.2. Design & Architecture 
For the design and architecture of my project, I created a flow chart. I decided to create a 
flow chart as Flow Charts would allow me to create the best visual depiction of my 
application. My project is split up into two main components, uploading files to the MySQL 
database and generating dashboards with charts on them.  All components of my 
application are viable in order to perform any of the functionality.   

2.2.1 Flow Chart 
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2.3. Implementation 
2.3.1 Login 

The login activity within the Student Engagement Portal is used to authenticate users and 
grant them access to the application. Based on what role the user is assigned to, they will be 
brought to either an admin or user home page. The login activity contains validation to let 
users know if they have entered in their username or password incorrectly. When users are 
logging in a function called check_login is called, this function is called to store information 
in the session which can be used throughout the application, whilst the session is still 
running. 
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In the image above, the login validation is shown. There are different error messages being 
echoed, depending on where the error is occurring, which leads to a more informative error 
message for the user logging in. 

 

In the image above, the check_login function is shown. The main purpose of this function is 
to set some information into a session that is started when the user logs in. Sessions in PHP 
are used to store information in variables, these variables can then be used across multiple 
pages. (Anon., n.d.) 
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2.3.2 Upload File & Create Module 
A very important activity for the student engagement portal is the Upload file activity. The 
purpose of this activity is to check the file type being uploaded whilst getting the module 
and course name. There is PHP validation implemented into this activity to check what file is 
being uploaded. In the validation, there is also a check to see if that module already exists, 
as we do not want to duplicate the module in the database. 

This functionality posed a huge challenge for me, as I was needed to preform multiple 
different MySQL queries to add all the information into different tables in the database, like 
the reports and modules tables, whilst also adding in foreign keys and performing the 
validation checks. As I had not used PHP before, performing all these queries and validations 
were new to me. 

 
In the code snippet above, the validation is being shown. This code states that if the module 
name inputted is a module name already in the database, then an error will occur. If the 
module already exists in the database, then nothing is added to the tables in the dashboard 
and the user is shown an error. 
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The code snippet above shows the code that is called when a user is editing a module. There 
is validation for the file being uploaded. If the file is not in the allow types arras, then 
nothing will be added or updated to the reports table in the database. However, in this code 
snippet, we are updating the modules table in the database. This table is being updated as 
the information from the csv file isn’t going into this database. The validation is checking 
what file type is being uploaded. If the file type is okay, then the module information gets 
updated in the reports table. 

 

The code snippet above shows the code that is called when a user is creating a module. 
There is validation for the file being uploaded like when the module is being edited. In this 
code snippet, we are adding the modules and reports  table in the database.  
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2.3.3 Dashboards and Charts 
The dashboard activity is used to view module dashboard. This is the most important piece 
of functionality for the student engagement dashboard as this activity displays a module 
dashboard with charts and an email functionality, whilst being on a unique page URL. 

HighCharts is a software library that is used for creating charts. HighCharts is written in 
JavaScript however has wrappers available to use with PHP. I chose HighCharts as it has the 
most documentation and allowed for the creation of responsive charts. It was a challenge to 
get the information from the database tables and echo them into a HighCharts chart as I 
was unfamiliar with library. 

 

 

The above code depicts how the dashboards are displayed on different pages. Using the 
same page layout but adding in a query to the URL with the module ID, the application is 
able to display different module dashboards on different pages with the different 
information in them. 
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The above code snippet, there is an example on how the application is getting information 
from the database tables to display in the HighCharts charts. When developing this code, 
loops were tried and tested however it was not as reliable as doing it the way in the code. 

 

In the code snippet above, the data for the bar chart is being echoed into the array. Using 
the queries to get the information from the database, echoing in the results displays the 
information in the bar chart perfectly. The bar chart displays the total completed and not 
completed activities. 
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In the code snippet above, the data going into the pie chart is being shown. The pie chart 
displays the total completed for each activity within the database.  

 

The image above shows the bar chart that was generated with the information within the 
database. This chart can be downloaded as a PNG or Jpeg.  
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The image above shows the pie chart that was generated with the information within the 
database. This chart can be downloaded as a PNG or Jpeg.  

 

The image above shows the area chart that was generated with the information within the 
database. This chart can be downloaded as a PNG or Jpeg.  
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2.3.4 Email Students 

 

The above code shows the send email activity. This activity runs when the email student 
button is clicked, and a student has been selected from the dropdown. In this code, there is 
a set subject line and email body content.  

 

 

The above screenshots are screenshots of the dropdown and button that are associated 
with the email student’s activity. Based on the module, students’ names will be displayed in 
the dropdown. Users can click on a student name, and then click send to send them the 
generic support email. 

 

The above screenshot is a screenshot of a support email sent from the Student Engagement 
portal successfully. 
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2.3.5 User Management 

 

In the code snippet above, there are multiple different actions taking place. In this snippet, 
there is an if statement that will get the status of users and also update users’ statuses. The 
status depicts if a user account is active or not. This code also shows the delete 
functionality. When the delete button is clicked, an if statement is run to drop that user 
from the database. 
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The code snippet above displays the if statement that is triggered when a user is being 
created or updated. The first if statement is checking if a user is already in the database, if a 
user does already exist, a message variable is set. If the message variable is empty, then the 
next if statement is triggered, and this if statement updates the users table in the database 
or inserts into it, depending on whether a user id already exists or not. 
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2.3.6 Courses 

 

There are multiple different actions taking place in the code snippet above. In this snippet, 
there is an if statement that will get the status of a course and also update courses statuses. 
The status shows the user if a course is active or not. This code also shows the delete 
functionality. When the delete button is clicked, an if statement is run to drop that course 
from the database. 
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The if statement above is triggered when a course is being created or updated. The first if 
statement is checking if a course is already in the database, if a course does already exist, a 
message variable is set. If the message variable is empty, then the next if statement is 
triggered, and this if statement updates the courses table in the database or inserts into it, 
depending on whether a course id already exists or not. 
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2.3.7 Forgot password 

 

The above code is used when a user has forgotten their password. This code is started when 
the user submits an email. The code then grabs the posted email and checks whether it is a 
valid email address or not. If it is a valid email address, then it’s checked to see if it exists in 
the database already. The email needs to be in the database already, if it isn’t then an error 
is displayed, if it is then an email containing a code is sent to the user. User goes to the next 
case. 

 
The next case is the enter code case. In the snippet above, when a user clicks the submit 
button after entering the code, there is a check to see if the code is the one sent, if it is the 
user progresses to the next case, if not then an error is shown. 
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The next case is the enter password case. In the snippet above, when a user clicks the 
submit button, the passwords entered are stored in variables and checked to see if they 
match each other. If they match, then the user is brought back to the login page, if they 
don’t an error is displayed. 

 

The above snippet contains two functions, one for sending emails and one for saving 
passwords. The send email function is used to send the code to a user when the email is 
validated and exists in the database. There is a MySQL query to add the code and expiry 
time into a codes table in the database so that the code can be checked if it was entered 
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correctly or not. The save password function updates the users table in the database with 
the new password the user has set. 

 

The above snippet displays two different functions, one to valid emails and the other to 
check if the code entered is correct. In the valid email function, there is a query to check if 
the inputted email exists in the database. If it does, the function returns true, if not it 
returns false. The is code correct function checks if the inputted code is the same as the 
code from the database. There is a query to grab the codes in the database to check the 
inputted on against. This function also checks to see if the code has expired yet or not. 
Depending on if it has or hasn’t, a message is returned to users. 
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2.4. Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
2.4.1 Low Fidelity Graphical User Interface Design 

Before developing any of the user interface for the student engagement portal, low fidelity 
prototypes were drawn on paper. 

2.4.1.1 Login page 

 

The above image is a low fidelity prototype for the student engagement portal. This 
prototype was a simple register/login page with a ‘Register’ and ‘Login’ button along with 
two inputs, email and password. 

2.4.1.2 Home Page 

 

The above image is an early prototype of the home page for the Student Engagement Portal. 
This prototype has a large drag and drop at the top for users to input files and then a list of 
dashboards that has already been created at the bottom.  
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2.4.1.3 Dashboard Page 

 

The above image is an early prototype of the dashboard page for the Student Engagement 
Portal. This prototype has four different generated charts on it and then a section at the 
bottom to email students. 

2.4.2 Wireframes 
2.4.2.1 Login page 

 

The login page wireframe is displayed above. Something very noticeable from this 
wireframe in comparison to the low fidelity prototype, is that there is no registration section 
of this page anymore. This is because for the Student Engagement portal, only authorised 
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users can look into the application, users cannot register for it as it will contain sensitive 
information. The design has also become more user friendly. 

2.4.2.2 Home page 

 

The homepage wireframe above displays ideally how the home page will look like. The 
majority of the page is reserved for uploading files to create dashboards and then the rest of 
the home page is links to previously opened dashboard pages. A noticeable difference 
compared to the earlier prototype, is that the bottom section is now different. Instead of a 
dashboards list, it is now a previously opened dashboards section. This section makes the 
application more user friendly and accessible as most users will only have one or two 
dashboards associated to their account. 
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 2.4.2.3 Dashboard Page 

 

The image above displays the dashboard wireframe. There is a pie chart displaying the class 
engagement for a particular week of content and a bar chart displaying the student’s overall 
engagement for a particular module. In this wireframe, below the charts, there is a section 
where the user can choose to email particular students if they notice their engagement is 
down. This wireframe is very similar to the low fidelity prototype; however it has less graphs 
as its easier to read and less overwhelming for the user when visiting dashboard pages. 
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2.4.3 High Fidelity Prototypes 
2.4.3.1 Login Page 

 
In the image above, the high-fidelity prototype of the login page can be seen. There is no 
user registration on this page. The login page is similar to the wireframe, however it is more 
simplified and straight forward. 

 

2.4.3.2 Forgot Password Page 
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The images above, are the images that are associated with the forgot password 
functionality. These pages were not in the wireframes or low fidelity prototypes as they 
were a last-minute development. These pages are simplistic and easy to navigate through. 

2.4.3.3 User Home Page 

 

The image above depicts the users home page. The user home page is also the dashboard 
page from the side bar navigation. The user home page is very different to the wireframe. It 
now displays the users name and the modules they have created, if any. From the home 
page, users can view, edit or delete modules and their dashboards. 

The graphical user interface for this page is very user friendly and easy to navigate, which 
was important as people with different technology experience would be using  the Student 
Engagement Portal. 
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2.4.3.4 Admin Home Page 

 

The image above depicts the admin home page. The admin home page is also the dashboard 
management page from the side bar navigation. The admin home page has a similar layout 
to the user homepage however admins have a lot more access to features within the 
student engagement portal. 

 

2.4.3.5 Dashboard Page 

 

The module dashboard for the student Engagement Portal is the picture above. At the top 
of the page is a header that prints out the name of the module that the dashboard is for. 
Then there are three buttons that display the different generated charts. After that, there is 
a dropdown to select students to email. After the emails, there is a table that displays the 
students and their engagement for all activities. There is a toggle view button at the top of 
this table, which toggles the table to turn completed activities green and not completed, 
red. The main aim for the dashboard pages, was that they are easy to read and use. This 
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dashboard is very straight forward. Images of the charts and emails can be found at 2.3.3 
and 2.3.4 

 

The above image is the result of clicking the ‘Toggle EasyView’ button at the top of the table 
displaying all the student engagement for activities. 

2.4.3.6 Create/Edit Module 

 

The create/edit module page has the same functionality in mind as the home page 
wireframe had, however its cleaner and gets more data from the user. On this page, there is 
a form that users are required to fill out in order to upload a csv file. Users need to add a 
module name and choose a course from the dropdown and choose a file on this page. 
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2.4.3.7 Courses Page 

 

The courses page is a simple page. It displays the courses that are in the database. From this 
page users can deactivate a course, edit or delete it. 

2.4.3.8 Create/Edit Courses Page 

 

The create/edit course page is a simple form page to get information for the database. On 
this page, there is a form that users are required to fill out in order to add courses for 
modules. Users need to add in a course name and id on this page. 

2.4.3.9 User Management Page 

 

The user management page displays all the current users in the database along with their 
name, email and the role they were assigned. Admins can deactivate a user from this page, 
they can also edit or delete a user, as well as create a new user. The interface for this page is 
following the layout of the other pages in order to keep consistency throughout the 
application. 
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2.4.3.10 Create/Edit Users Page 

 

The create/edit users page follows the layout and design of the courses and modules 
create/edit pages. On this page, there is a form where users need to add in a username, 
name, password, email and the role of the user they are adding.  
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2.5. Testing 
2.5.1 Unit Testing 
The method of testing I have chosen for my project is unit testing. Tin order to perform unit 
tests on the student engagement portal, PHPUnit will be utilised. I will be able to test the 
functionality of the application. For more information on PHPUnit, please see Technology 
1.3.5. 

Unit tests are important as it will check to see if the application functions as I continue to 
add to my project. For my application this will be very important as each part of my 
applications functionality relies on a previously functionality to work. For that reason, the 
unit tests will be extremely important for this application. 

I created 3 different unit tests however these unit tests contain multiple test assertions. The 
unit tests are as follows: 

• Login 
• Modules 
• Courses 
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2.5.1.1 Login Unit Tests 

 

In the test above, there are two functions. The first function in this test is to check if a user 
can log in successfully with the correct credentials. The second function is to make sure that 
users with incorrect credentials cannot log in to the Student Engagement Portal. 

When these functions are run, we get the following result: 

  

This result indicates that the tests ran successfully. 
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2.5.1.2 Modules Unit Tests 

 

In the test above, there are three functions. The first function in this test is to check if a user 
can successfully add a module name to the modules upload form. The second function is to 
make sure that invalid module names cause errors and don’t get added to the database. The 
third function is to check whether the module name can be sent to a string, in order to be 
used later. 
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In the test above, there are three functions. The first function in this test is to check if a user 
can successfully add a course ID to the modules upload form. The second function is to 
make sure that invalid course ids cause errors and don’t get added to the database. The 
third function is to check whether the course id can be sent to a string, in order to be used 
later. 
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In the test above, there are two functions. The first function in this test is to check if a user 
can successfully add a file to the modules upload form. The second function is to make sure 
that invalid files cause errors and don’t get added to the database. 

When all eight of these functions run in the Module Tests, we get the following result: 

  
This result indicates that the tests ran successfully. 

 

2.5.1.3 Courses Unit Tests 

 

In the test above, there are three functions. The first function in this test is to check if a user 
can successfully add a course name to the courses upload form. The second function is to 
make sure that invalid courses names cause errors and don’t get added to the database. The 
third function is to check whether the course name can be sent to a string, in order to be 
used later. 
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In the test above, there are three functions. The first function in this test is to check if a user 
can successfully add a course ID to the courses upload form. The second function is to make 
sure that invalid course  ID cause errors and don’t get added to the database. The third 
function is to check whether the course ID can be sent to a string, in order to be used later. 

When all six of these functions run in the Course Tests, we get the following result: 

  
This result indicates that the tests ran successfully. 
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2.5.2 End User Testing 
I completed end user testing towards the end of development for the Student Engagement 
Portal. I completed this testing to improve the applications layout and accessibility to 
improve on the design and ease of use of the application. 

This testing was con by 5 different participants, each who represented a main user group 
who would be using the application. Some individuals work as administrators in colleges, 
others were technology illiterate, and some were in the teaching field. An informed consent 
form was signed by each of the participants to follow the research integrity guidelines, see 
appendix 6.4.2.  

Each participant was greeted with the following introduction to the testing process once it 
began: “Hello, thank you for putting aside some of your time to test the student 
engagement portal. This application is at the end of its development so we would like some 
feedback to potentially improve the design.” 

The results of the testing are available in Appendix 6.3.3. 

2.5.2.1 Trunk Test 
For the trunk test, participants were presented at the dashboard and asked the following: 

• What is this application?  
• Can you see any major features? 
• Where can you create a module? 
• Where can you delete a module? 
• Where can you view a module dashboard? 
• Where can you email students? 
• Where do you logout? 

Recording of trunk test 

2.5.2.2 Think Aloud Test 
For think aloud testing, participants were given a number of tasks and asked to speak aloud 
their thinking process whilst completing those tasks. Using the think aloud testing, we were 
able to get a better understanding of how a user will approach the application and how easy 
the navigation is. The tasks are as follows: 

• Log into application 
• Create a Module 
• View a module dashboard 

Recording of think aloud test 

 

2.5.2.3 5 Second Test 
For the 5 second test, participants were shown a screenshot for 5 seconds and then after 
the 5 seconds, they were asked what they remembered from that screenshot. Participants 
were informed prior to seeing the screenshot, they would only have 5 seconds to view the 

https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/6b833000-542d-4808-be3b-35665b8e3750
https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/459ad43f-20cb-499d-9bcb-aaee29be8ee5
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screenshot. This testing was conducted to understand if the content on each page of the 
application was clear and concise. The questions that will be asked are as follows: 

• What is this applications name? 
• What is the application about and who is this project target market? 
• What does the application offer in terms of features? 

Recording of 5 second test 

2.5.2.4 System Usability Scale Questionnaire 
To debrief participants after the testing finished, participants were asked to complete an 
exit survey. The exit survey was the system usability scale (SUS) questionnaire. There were 
10 SUS questions that were simple and very useful for receiving critical feedback. 

After calculating the SUS score, the application had an average of ___ score. This was great 
feedback. The exit survey can be found in Appendix 6.3.3.4 

 

  

https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/d1a4e525-c4fb-4593-8bc6-7cc18862ca33
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2.6. Evaluation 
2.6.1 Ram 
PHP Servers typically use 128mb of Ram per process. (Anon., 2022) When the Student 
Engagement Portals Ram usage was checked, it never peaked over 511kb. This is a tiny 
amount considering the size of the Student Engagement Portal application. However, given 
that PHP servers only have 128MB of RAM available to them, it’s very positive the RAM 
amount the application was using. 

 

To get the RAM usage, a function was called and then echoed. The function was called 
memory_get_peak_usage. (Anon., n.d.) 

 

 

2.6.2 CPU 
Whilst monitoring the student engagement portals CPU usage, it didn’t go higher than 5%. 
This means that the student engagement platform doesn’t require many resources in order 
to run and use. This would mean that the response time for loading pages and creating 
objects should be very quick.  

 

During this testing created a module and viewed the dashboard which is the expected 
behaviour of an average user. 

 

2.6.3 Response Time 
With ease of navigation as a requirement for the Student Engagement Platform, a quick 
response time was desired. Using the inspect element and the network tab, I was able to 
check the response time of all my pages. 

After checking the response time for all pages, the longest response time was 98ms and the 
quickest was 5ms. This is a huge benefit for the Student Engagement Portal as it confirms 
that the application has extremely quick loads time for all pages. 
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2.6.3.1 Login Response Time 

 

2.6.3.2 View Module Response Time 

 

2.6.3.3 Add/Edit Module Response Time 
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2.6.3.4 Logout Response Time 

 

2.6.3.5 Courses Response Time 

 

2.6.3.6 Create/Edit Courses Response Time 
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2.6.3.7 Users Response Time 

 

2.6.3.8 Create/Edit Users Response Time 
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3.0 Conclusions 
Student Engagement Portal is an excellent one-of-a-kind idea. There are not many 
applications that offer an application like the Student Engagement Portal; however, none 
has been identified with the same functionality. 

Whilst developing the Student Engagement Portal, I have learned a huge amount about 
various different technologies, especially PHP, MySQL, PHPMailer, HighCharts and PHPUnit, 
all which I had no prior experience with. I developed multiple skills such as communication, 
problem solving, management and programming throughout this project. 

Looking at the Student Engagement Portal, I was able to develop all the objectives I set out 
to achieve in the project proposal. I was able to develop a web-based server, this is 
connected to a MySQL database. The application is able to accept mediated data and display 
the dashboard on a unique URL page. Students who are behind, can be emailed a generic 
support email. 

When looking at the features, when a module is created and a file is uploaded, the 
application automatically saves all the columns to the database and displays data from all 
the columns. This is a disadvantage of this feature is that a user might only want to see the 
activity completion for one or two activity columns and not activity column. 

To approach and fix this disadvantage, given more time, I would have done the following: 
When the file is uploaded, the information in the file is printed on the page with checkboxes 
above every column, from there users could select what columns that want to include in the 
dashboard and then only add the selected columns get inserted into the database. 

To conclude, I consider that the Student Engagement Portal a successful project. I was able 
to complete all the functionality that I set out to do in my project proposal. The Student 
Engagement Portals final product is fit for purpose and can be used right away. The Student 
Engagement portal is ready to go to market with a beta version. . The little disadvantages 
that the student engagement portal has, are extra features that would enhance the user 
experience and can be resolved quickly with more development as long as time permits  
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4.0 Further Development or Research 
Without the academic time constraint, I believe that I could had brought this application to 
the market as a service. With additional time, I think I could have refined this application 
more with additional features. There are a couple of extra features I would have added to 
the application to make it more complete.  

Once piece of functionality I would have liked to further develop is when a user is creating 
or updating a module. If given more time, I would have liked to further expand on this 
feature.  

To expand on this feature, given the time permitted, when a user clicks the submit button 
when creating or updating a module,  the data within the file uploaded is printed under the 
submit button on that page. In the newly printed table, there’s checkboxes at the top of 
each column. Users will be able to select what columns they want to add to the dashboard. 
Only the selected columns get inserted or updated to the database tables. This would allow 
for more precise dashboards and cleaning of the uploaded data.  

Another feature I would have liked to add, given additional resources, is loops for the tables 
and charts where only the columns with data print to a table, not all the columns. This 
would just be beneficial to the back end of the application as it would allow for code 
reusability and make the applications response time quicker based on the code reusability. 
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1. Objectives  
The objective of my project is to allow for student engagement to be monitored on learning 
platforms. My application will be a web based server that is independent of its data source, 
it will take in mediated data and display it as a dashboard. I have a lot of aims and objectives 
for my project, the main objectives are as follows: 

• Web based server developed using PHP 
• Application connected to a database 
• Application accepts mediated data 
• Application displays mediated data in a dashboard 
• Dashboard can be filtered 
• Students who are behind can be emailed 

Each one of my objectives for my project is extremely important. I need to complete one 
objective in order to complete the next object.  

2. Background  
This project idea steamed from my current role within the National College of Ireland as 
Learning Support. When the pandemic happened, education institutions around the world 
closed down and went online for an indefinite amount of time. There was no one stop shop 
application that would monitor student engagement online. I decided I should develop an 
application that allows for student engagement to be tracked, regardless of the data source. 

In order to meet my objectives, I will be creating a web based server, that users can log into 
and then upload a file to generate a dashboard with charts and the ability to email students 
who are behind. 

3. State of the Art  
After extensive research I have not found an application that will track student engagement 
and display it as a dashboard, the way my application will. I have found some plugins for the 
platform Moodle, however my application will be independent of its data source. 

There are applications out there that are school administration software, like Teach ‘n go. 
However teach and go offers administration solutions to schools like a dashboard for 
student attendance and students information, however my application will be offering 
student engagement solutions. This is the closest application I have found at the moment to 
my application. 

There is many Moodle plugins that can display student engagement, however my 
application will be independent of its data source which makes my application different to 
the Moodle plugins that rely on Moodle for the information. 

  

https://www.teachngo.com/pages/features.php
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4.  Technical Approach  
 

I will be using an agile methodology to develop my project. I will be developing a Gantt chart 
that allows me to develop in two week sprints. By completing two week sprints I will be able 
to manage my workflow well and complete milestones regularly. The Gantt chart will allow 
me to be able to view all the tasks I have with each submission and delegate time efficiently 
to each task. 

To identify the requirements of my project, I firstly took note if all the activities I need to 
complete in order to track student engagement manually. I then created my first set of 
requirements from this analysis. I will be running a focus group in January 2022, in order to 
finalise my requirements and make any necessary changes. 

The IDE I will be using is Intellij IDEA. I have used Intellij IDEA previously so I already have 
knowledge of how to use this IDE, so no research was needed on my IDE.  

I will be using MongoDB as the database for my project. I will be researching and 
investigating how MongoDB works and how I will be able to save file uploads to the 
database. I will be using MongoDB documentation to help me set up the database and how 
to connect my application to the database 

5. Technical Details  
The IDE I will be using for this project will be Intellij. This project will be stored on GitHub to 
allow for version control. 

At the moment I will be using the following languages to create my application: 

• PHP 
• HTML 
• CSS 
• JavaScript 
• PHPUnit 
• MongoDB  

I will be using PHP to develop my web based server as PHP can be used to create interactive 
websites which is what my application will be. PHP is a server side language that I can 
embed into HTML 

I will be using HTML, CSS and JavaScript to create a user interface and User Experience and 
make sure the application looks nice. The HTML will be the backbone of the application and 
I will have PHP embedded into the HTML for the functionality. 

I will also be working with the PHPUnit to perform unit testing on my application. PHPUnit is 
a unit testing framework for the PHP programming language. 
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I will be using a MongoDB database to store user’s information and store the files uploaded 
so that the dashboards can be generated. 

6. Special Resources Required  
No special resources will be required for this project. 

7. Project Plan  
I will be creating a Gantt chart to track the activities I have to complete in order to get this 
project done by the deadlines. At the moment this is my Gantt chart, however it will grow 
and develop over time. 

Currently my Gantt chart has the task for all of my deliverables up until the midpoint 
upload. I will be adding the rest of my tasks in January before semester 2 begins, so that I 
can allocate my time accordingly. 

Gantt chart V1 

 

 

Gantt chart V2 
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8. Testing  
The method of testing I have chosen for my project is unit testing. Unit testing relies on 
mock objects being created to test sections of code that are not yet part of a complete 
application. Mock objects fill in for the missing parts of the program.  

To test my application, I will be using PHPUnit in order to create and run unit tests for the 
PHP code in my project. I will be able to test the functionality of the application. 

Unit tests are important as it will check to see if the application functions as I continue to 
add to my project. For my application this will be very important as each part of my 
applications functionality relies on a previously functionality to work. For that reason, the 
unit tests will be extremely important for my application. 

I will be creating dummy data of student’s engagement also to check my dashboard 
functionality. I will be doing manual systems testing to check that all the functionality on the 
dashboard and the filtering works. 
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I will be also manually testing the email functionality and send out engagement emails to 
fake email accounts I create to see if the students get personalized emails. 
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6.2 Reflective Journals 
Supervision & Reflection October Document  

Student Name Tegan Jennings 

Student Number X18303941 

Course BSHCSD4 

Month: October 

What? Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month I came up with my project idea and I uploaded my project pitch. At the 
beginning of October, I had a rough idea of what my projects idea was going to be and how 
I might approach it. However, I needed to expand on my idea and the visibility of the 
project. 

My project idea is a web-based server that takes in mediated data and displays a dashboard 
with that data. The server will also have user permissions. My project will be centred on 
student engagement in online courses. My project will display the mediated data in a 
dashboard for stakeholders to see student’s engagement. My project will also allow for 
students to be emailed if they don’t engage in the class.  

I recorded a project pitch video this month. My project pitch video outlined what I have 
said above about my project idea. My project pitch video was reviewed by 2 people, and I 
am thankful that my project idea has been approved.  

So What? Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your successes? 
What challenges still remain?  

So now that my project idea has been approved, I can begin my project proposal and start 
choosing what technologies to use for my project. This also means that I can begin working 
on my project proposal and other documentation that will accompany my project. 

One challenge that I have at the moment, is that I don’t have any PHP knowledge. This is a 
problem as my project will be a PHP web-based server so I will need to know PHP in order 
to start development. On top of that, I will need to decide what technical approach to take 
and develop my project plan more. 
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Now What? What can you do to address outstanding challenges? 

This month to solve the current problem with lack of PHP knowledge, I will be completing 
some YouTube tutorials and some Code Academy courses so that when I start developing 
my project, I have some PHP knowledge to get me started.  

I also will be researching more in-depth and developing this project more. I will be creating 
a Gantt chart this month so that I can continuously monitor my progress and breakdown 
my tasks, activities and milestones. 

Student Signature: Tegan Jennings  
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Supervision & Reflection November Document  

Student Name Tegan Jennings 

Student Number X18303941 

Course BSHCSD4 

Month: November 

What? Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

For the majority of this month, I focused on my project’s requirements. I have spent a lot 
of time this month investigating different ways to get information from people willing to 
participant in an interview with me. After extensive research and investigating, I decided to 
run a focus group with a select few individuals that might see some benefit from my project. 
I had to clearly choose what prompts I would give to participants of the focus group so that 
I could efficiently get the information I needed with the help of all the participants. I also 
needed to create a permission form for participants to sign in order to agree to be a part of 
the focus group. 

I also completed a lot of PHP tutorials over the last month, in order to understand PHP fully, 
so that I can code my project efficient. I didn’t have any PHP knowledge before, so I 
prioritise learning the language to the best of my ability so that I was able to develop my 
project.  

So What? Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your 
successes? What challenges still remain?  

Now that I have most of the ethics application completed, I can now finish my application 
and submit it. Once I have my ethics application submitted, I will run my focus group. After 
researching focus groups, I believe I will be able to efficiently run a focus group and get the 
information I need from it.  

After my focus group, I will be able to gather more project requirements and begin to 
complete more documentation and so now that I know how I will be running my focus 
group to gather more of my project requirements, I need to complete my ethics application 
form fully and submit it to the ethics committee. 

Now that I have a lot more knowledge of PHP, I will be starting the development of my 
project next month. I will start with creating the web-based server with minimal 
functionality to begin with, then build off that.   
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 Now What? What can you do to address outstanding challenges? 

My current challenge is managing my time. I am working against a lot of different deadlines, 
so I am sticking to my Gantt chart that I have created for this project so that I can meet my 
projects milestones and deliverables. Other than that, I don’t have any other challenges I 
am facing at the present. 

Student Signature: Tegan Jennings  
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Supervision & Reflection December Document  

Student Name Tegan Jennings 

Student Number X18303941 

Course BSHCSD4 

Month: December 

What? Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month I focused on coding my project prototype, now that I had clear requirements 
outlined for my project. I was able to create the barebones of my project and how the 
layout will look when I am finished. The project now resembles how the functionality will 
work, I have created the basic functionality for the project and the UI for it. I also started 
the technical report documentation and filled in what I could. 

So What? Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your 
successes? What challenges still remain?  

Now that I have started the development of my project, I will now need to research APIs 
that might be able to help me with the generation of the dashboard pages and charts. 

I need to now expand on the functionality I have now coded in order to get all the 
functionality working to 100% as right now the functionality is very basic. I am pleased to 
have the application started and have a clear image in my head of where the project is 
going and what I need to do to complete it. 

I will be running a focus group too. This focus group will be run to redefine my project 
requirements and make sure I’m not missing anything. 

 Now What? What can you do to address outstanding challenges? 

My current challenge is my database, after connecting my application to the database, my 
database worked for the login initially but now my database won’t work. I need to 
investigate why that happened and what change caused my database to stop interacting 
with my application.  

Another challenge I am having is getting files to save to the database. I need the files that 
are uploaded to save to the database so that the application can generate a dashboard 
page. I will be reading the MongoDB documentation and following tutorials in order to 
address this challenge. 

Student Signature: Tegan Jennings  
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Supervision & Reflection January Document  

Student Name Tegan Jennings 

Student Number X18303941 

Course BSHCSD4 

Month: January 

What? Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month I focused on my applications database. After failing to use Firebase as my 
database. I changed to MongoDB. Because of this I spent most of this month reading 
documentations on MongoDB and implementing it into my project. 

So What? Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your 
successes? What challenges still remain?  

Now that I understand MongoDB and have it almost completely implemented, I can now 
work on the bigger functionality pieces of my project. 

 Now What? What can you do to address outstanding challenges? 

The next challenge I will face is starting the development of the first functionality piece 
which is uploading an excel to the database. 

Student Signature: Tegan Jennings 
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Supervision & Reflection February Document  

Student Name Tegan Jennings 

Student Number X18303941 

Course  BSHCSD4 

Month: February 

What? Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month, like last week I continued to focus on the database for my application. I have 
been trying to implement the database into the application correctly so that when users 
upload an excel, the file will be saved in the database. 

So What? Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your 
successes? What challenges still remain?  

I have my database implementation almost completed. Once it is completed I will be able 
to work on the next functionality of the project. However, until the database is 
implemented fully and functioning, I cannot work on the other functionality of my 
application. 

 Now What? What can you do to address outstanding challenges? 

My next challenge will be a huge challenge. Which is getting the data from the excel in the 
database and create the functionality for the application to automatically generate a web 
page with the student retention being displayed using charts and graphs. 

Student Signature: Tegan Jennings 
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Supervision & Reflection March Document  

Student Name Tegan Jennings 

Student Number X18303941 

Course BSHCSD4 

Month: March 

What? Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month I worked on my documentation more. After meeting with my supervisor, I 
focused most of my energy on updating parts of my documentation that needed more 
information. I also took all the comments my supervisor made and implemented them into 
my documentation. 

So What? Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your 
successes? What challenges still remain?  

Next month I will be focusing on my functionality of my project. I will need to work hard to 
overcome the challenges that I will face when implementing my functionality. 

 Now What? What can you do to address outstanding challenges? 

My next challenge will be to create a unique URL when an excel is uploaded to the database 
and store that URL for a specified amount of time, for my project it will be a week. I will be 
watching tutorials and creating the functionality with trial and error. 

Student Signature: Tegan Jennings 
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Supervision & Reflection April Document  

Student Name Tegan Jennings 

Student Number X18303941 

Course BSHCSD4 

Month: April 

What? Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month I worked on my functionality. I was able to get csv files to save to database and 
print the information from the database. I also was able to get the dashboard started and 
one of the charts is working with the information in the database. 

So What? Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your 
successes? What challenges still remain?  

Now that I have some of the functionality done, I need to add the rest of the functionality 
and then finish the functionality pieces and build on my database. I need to add loops and 
remove anything I’ve hardcoded from the database. I need to clean up the code and then 
start unit testing. 

 Now What? What can you do to address outstanding challenges? 

My next challenge will be to create a way to create new tables in the database when a csv 
file is uploaded. This has been very challenging to do as I need to create a new table, then 
add the information from the csv file to that table and then grab the information from the 
table to add to the dashboard. I also need to add loops to count columns in the database 
and then only show the number of columns in the database into a table. 

Student Signature: Tegan Jennings 
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6.3 Other materials used 
6.3.1 Reminder/Support Generic Email 

Dear <Student_Name>, 
  
According to your Moodle records, there are items outstanding to be completed for 
<Module>. Please ensure you address these items before class.  
  
Before class, please ensure you have the following completed: <Outstanding_Items> 
  
Please let me know if I can be of assistance in any way; I am happy to answer any questions 
you may have.  
  
Please note that each week of live classes relies directly on the Moodle content labelled for 
that week, and therefore it is easy to get left behind in class if you do not keep up on 
Moodle.  
  
If you need help catching up, please reach out and speak to Computing Support as soon as 
possible. Their email is computingsupport@ncirl.ie. They will be happy to help you catch 
up.  
  
If you feel you have received this message in error, please let me know.  
  
Kind regards,  
  
Tegan Jennings  
Online Learning Support  
  
 

 

  

mailto:computing.support@ncirl.ie
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6.3.2 Testing Consent Form 
Student Engagement Portal 

Testing Consent Form 

• I __________________________________ agree to voluntarily participant in the 
testing of the Student Engagement Portal. 
 

• I am aware of the Student Engagement Portal and its aims and objectives. 
 

• I understand that no information that could be used to identify me will be 
collected or stored, with the exception of my signature below. 
 

• I understand that I can withdraw from testing at any time by request. 
 

• I understand that I am not obliged to test the student engagement portal.  
 

• I understand that I am free to contact the testing host to seek further 
information or clarification on anything asked or covered during or after the 
testing has concluded. 

 

Signature of testing participant  

I understand what is involved in this testing and I agree to participate in the study. 

 

 ____________________        ________ 
Signature of participant        Date  

 

Signature of researcher  

I believe the participant is giving informed consent to participate in this study. 

 

_____________________        ________ 
Signature of researcher        Date 
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6.3.3 Testing Results 
6.3.3.1 Trunk Test Results 

Participant 1 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

What is this 
application? 

The participant 
must be able to 
recall the 
application name 
and purpose. 

15 The participant 
identifies the 
application 
name and 
understands its 
purpose. 

The participant 
identifies the 
application 
name as 
Student 
Engagement 
Portal. 

Can you see 
any major 
features? 
 

The participant 
must identify the 
key features 
offered. 

8 The participant 
clearly 
identifies key 
functionality. 

The participant 
clearly 
identifies key 
functionality. 

Where can you 
create a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
create a module. 

5 The participant 
locates where 
to create a 
module in the 
application and 
creates one. 

Participant 
located where 
to create a 
module. 

Where can you 
delete a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
delete a module. 

5 The participant 
locates where 
to delete a 
module in the 
application and 
deletes one. 

Participant 
located where 
to delete a 
module. 

Where can you 
view a module 
dashboard? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where the 
module dashboards 
are. 

5 The participant 
locates a 
module 
dashboard and 
views it. 

The participant 
located a 
module 
dashboard. 

Where can you 
email students? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
email students. 

20 The participant 
locates the 
email students’ 
section and 
sends an email. 

Participant 
viewed a 
module and 
located email 
section. 

Where do you 
logout? 

The participant 
must locate the 
logout 
functionality. 

6 The participant 
locates the 
logout option 
located on the 
left side 
navigation. 

Participant 
located the 
logout. 
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Participant 2 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

What is this 
application? 

The participant 
must be able to 
recall the 
application name 
and purpose. 

25 The participant 
identifies the 
application 
name as 
Student 
Engagement 
Portal. 

Participant 
identified the 
applications 
name. 

Can you see 
any major 
features? 
 

The participant 
must identify the 
key features 
offered. 

13 The participant 
clearly 
identifies key 
functionality. 

Participant 
identified most 
of the key 
functionality 

Where can you 
create a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
create a module. 

4 The participant 
locates where 
to create a 
module in the 
application and 
creates one. 

Participant 
located where 
to create a 
module. 

Where can you 
delete a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
delete a module. 

7 The participant 
locates where 
to delete a 
module in the 
application and 
deletes one. 

Participant 
located where 
to delete a 
module. 

Where can you 
view a module 
dashboard? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where the 
module dashboards 
are. 

8 The participant 
locates a 
module 
dashboard and 
views it. 

The participant 
located a 
module 
dashboard. 

Where can you 
email students? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
email students. 

9 The participant 
locates the 
email students’ 
section and 
sends an email. 

Participant 
viewed a 
module and 
located email 
section. 

Where do you 
logout? 

The participant 
must locate the 
logout 
functionality. 

6 The participant 
locates the 
logout option 
located on the 
left side 
navigation. 

Participant 
located the 
logout. 
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Participant 3 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

What is this 
application? 

The participant 
must be able to 
recall the 
application name 
and purpose. 

7 The participant 
identifies the 
application 
name as 
Student 
Engagement 
Portal. 

Participant 
identified 
applications 
name. 

Can you see 
any major 
features? 
 

The participant 
must identify the 
key features 
offered. 

6 The participant 
clearly 
identifies key 
functionality. 

Participant 
identified the 
key 
functionality 

Where can you 
create a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
create a module. 

6 The participant 
locates where 
to create a 
module in the 
application and 
creates one. 

Participant 
located where 
to create a 
module. 

Where can you 
delete a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
delete a module. 

4 The participant 
locates where 
to delete a 
module in the 
application and 
deletes one. 

Participant 
located where 
to delete a 
module. 

Where can you 
view a module 
dashboard? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where the 
module dashboards 
are. 

6 The participant 
locates a 
module 
dashboard and 
views it. 

The participant 
located a 
module 
dashboard. 

Where can you 
email students? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
email students. 

8 The participant 
locates the 
email students’ 
section and 
sends an email. 

Participant 
viewed a 
module and 
located email 
section. 

Where do you 
logout? 

The participant 
must locate the 
logout 
functionality. 

2 The participant 
locates the 
logout option 
located on the 
left side 
navigation. 

Participant 
located the 
logout. 
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Participant 4 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

What is this 
application? 

The participant 
must be able to 
recall the 
application name 
and purpose. 

10 The participant 
identifies the 
application 
name as 
Student 
Engagement 
Portal. 

Participant 
identified home 
page name. 

Can you see 
any major 
features? 
 

The participant 
must identify the 
key features 
offered. 

5 The participant 
clearly 
identifies key 
functionality. 

Participant 
identified the 
key 
functionality 

Where can you 
create a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
create a module. 

6 The participant 
locates where 
to create a 
module in the 
application and 
creates one. 

Participant 
located where 
to create a 
module. 

Where can you 
delete a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
delete a module. 

8 The participant 
locates where 
to delete a 
module in the 
application and 
deletes one. 

Participant 
located where 
to delete a 
module. 

Where can you 
view a module 
dashboard? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where the 
module dashboards 
are. 

8 The participant 
locates a 
module 
dashboard and 
views it. 

The participant 
located a 
module 
dashboard. 

Where can you 
email students? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
email students. 

55 The participant 
locates the 
email students’ 
section and 
sends an email. 

Participant 
edited a 
module and 
then viewed a 
module and 
located email 
section. 

Where do you 
logout? 

The participant 
must locate the 
logout 
functionality. 

2 The participant 
locates the 
logout option 
located on the 
left side 
navigation. 

Participant 
located the 
logout. 
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Participant 5 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

What is this 
application? 

The participant 
must be able to 
recall the 
application name 
and purpose. 

9 The participant 
identifies the 
application 
name as 
Student 
Engagement 
Portal. 

Participant 
identified the 
application 
name and 
understood its 
purpose 

Can you see 
any major 
features? 
 

The participant 
must identify the 
key features 
offered. 

6 The participant 
clearly 
identifies key 
functionality. 

Participant 
identified some 
of the key 
functionality 

Where can you 
create a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
create a module. 

6 The participant 
locates where 
to create a 
module in the 
application and 
creates one. 

Participant 
located where 
to create a 
module. 

Where can you 
delete a 
module? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
delete a module. 

6 The participant 
locates where 
to delete a 
module in the 
application and 
deletes one. 

Participant 
located where 
to delete a 
module. 

Where can you 
view a module 
dashboard? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where the 
module dashboards 
are. 

6 The participant 
locates a 
module 
dashboard and 
views it. 

The participant 
located a 
module 
dashboard. 

Where can you 
email students? 

The participant 
must be able to 
locate where to 
email students. 

38 The participant 
locates the 
email students’ 
section and 
sends an email. 

Participant 
views a module 
and located 
email section. 

Where do you 
logout? 

The participant 
must locate the 
logout 
functionality. 

3 The participant 
locates the 
logout option 
located on the 
left side 
navigation. 

Participant 
located the 
logout. 
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6.3.3.2 Think Aloud Test Results 
Participant 1 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

Log into 
application 
 

The participant logs into 
their account and is 
shown the correct home 
page whether they are a 
user or admin. 

5 The participant 
successfully 
logs into the 
application.  

Participant 
logged into 
application 

Create a 
Module 

The participant clicks the 
module section of the 
side navigation and then 
clicks add module, fills I 
the form and submits. 

20 The participant 
successfully 
creates a new 
module. 

Participant 
created new 
module but 
didn’t upload a 
csv file. 

View a 
module 
dashboard 
 

The participant must 
click on the dashboard 
section in the side 
navigation then choose a 
module dashboard to 
view and view it. 

9 The participant 
views a module 
dashboard from 
the dashboard 
section. 

Participant 
viewed the 
dashboard. 

Participant 2 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

Log into 
application 
 

The participant logs into 
their account and is 
shown the correct home 
page whether they are a 
user or admin. 

11 The participant 
successfully 
logs into the 
application.  

Participant 
logged into 
application 

Create a 
Module 

The participant clicks the 
module section of the 
side navigation and then 
clicks add module, fills I 
the form and submits. 

17 The participant 
successfully 
creates a new 
module. 

Participant 
created new 
module. 

View a 
module 
dashboard 
 

The participant must 
click on the dashboard 
section in the side 
navigation then choose a 
module dashboard to 
view and view it. 

4 The participant 
views a module 
dashboard from 
the dashboard 
section. 

Participant 
viewed the 
dashboard. 
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Participant 3 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

Log into 
application 
 

The participant logs into 
their account and is 
shown the correct home 
page whether they are a 
user or admin. 

40 The participant 
successfully 
logs into the 
application.  

Participant 
logged into 
application 
after 1 
unsuccessfully 
try. 

Create a 
Module 

The participant clicks the 
module section of the 
side navigation and then 
clicks add module, fills I 
the form and submits. 

150 The participant 
successfully 
creates a new 
module. 

Participant 
created new 
module but 
tried to upload 
a png. Then 
uploaded a csv 

View a 
module 
dashboard 
 

The participant must 
click on the dashboard 
section in the side 
navigation then choose a 
module dashboard to 
view and view it. 

15 The participant 
views a module 
dashboard from 
the dashboard 
section. 

Participant 
viewed the 
dashboard. 

Participant 4 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

Log into 
application 
 

The participant logs into 
their account and is 
shown the correct home 
page whether they are a 
user or admin. 

5 The participant 
successfully 
logs into the 
application.  

Participant 
logged into 
application 
successfully 

Create a 
Module 

The participant clicks the 
module section of the 
side navigation and then 
clicks add module, fills I 
the form and submits. 

12 The participant 
successfully 
creates a new 
module. 

Participant 
created new 
module and 
uploaded a file. 

View a 
module 
dashboard 
 

The participant must 
click on the dashboard 
section in the side 
navigation then choose a 
module dashboard to 
view and view it. 

4 The participant 
views a module 
dashboard from 
the dashboard 
section. 

Participant 
viewed the 
dashboard. 
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Participant 5 

Task Name Task Goal Time Taken 
(seconds) 

Expected 
Behaviour 

Actual 
Behaviour 

Log into 
application 
 

The participant logs into 
their account and is 
shown the correct home 
page whether they are a 
user or admin. 

70 The participant 
successfully 
logs into the 
application.  

Participant 
reset password 
and then 
logged in 
successfully. 

Create a 
Module 

The participant clicks the 
module section of the 
side navigation and then 
clicks add module, fills I 
the form and submits. 

22 The participant 
creates a new 
module from 
the modules 
section. 

Participant 
created a new 
module and 
uploaded a file. 

View a 
module 
dashboard 
 

The participant must 
click on the dashboard 
section in the side 
navigation then choose a 
module dashboard to 
view and view it. 

33 The participant 
views a module 
dashboard from 
the dashboard 
section. 

Participant 
viewed 
dashboard and 
emailed a 
student 
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6.3.3.3 5 Second Test Results 
Participant 1 

Task Name Task Goal Actual Behaviour 
What is the 
applications name? 

The participant recalls application as 
Student Engagement Portal. 

Participant recalled 
module name. 

What is the 
application about 
and who is this 
project target 
market? 
 

The participant recalls the application 
is about college engagement for 
modules. 

Participant recalled the 
application is about 
module and student 
information and said it 
was for college admins. 

What functionality 
does this 
application offer? 
 

The participant recalls the module 
and dashboard functionality. 

Participant recalled most 
functionality 

Participant 2 

Task Name Task Goal Actual Behaviour 
What is the 
applications name? 

The participant recalls application as 
Student Engagement Portal. 

Participant recalled 
application name. 

What is the 
application about 
and who is this 
project target 
market? 
 

The participant recalls the 
application is about college 
engagement for modules. 

Participant understood 
what this application is for.  

What functionality 
does this 
application offer? 
 

The participant recalls the module 
and dashboard functionality. 

Participant understood all 
functionality 

Participant 3 

Task Name Task Goal Actual Behaviour 
What is the 
applications name? 

The participant recalls application as 
Student Engagement Portal. 

Participant recalled 
application name. 

What is the 
application about 
and who is this 
project target 
market? 
 

The participant recalls the 
application is about college 
engagement for modules. 

Participant recalled the 
application being for a 
college 

What functionality 
does this 
application offer? 
 

The participant recalls the module 
and dashboard functionality. 

Participant understood all 
functionality 
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Participant 4 

Task Name Task Goal Actual Behaviour 
What is the 
applications name? 

The participant recalls application as 
Student Engagement Portal. 

Participant called 
application by Module 
section. 

What is the 
application about 
and who is this 
project target 
market? 
 

The participant recalls the 
application is about college 
engagement for modules. 

Participant recalled the 
application managing 
module information 

What functionality 
does this 
application offer? 
 

The participant recalls the module 
and dashboard functionality. 

Participant understood 
some functionality 

Participant 5 

Task Name Task Goal Actual Behaviour 
What is the 
applications name? 

The participant recalls application as 
Student Engagement Portal. 

Participant called 
application by Module 
section. 

What is the 
application about 
and who is this 
project target 
market? 
 

The participant recalls the 
application is about college 
engagement for modules. 

Participant recalled the 
application managing 
dashboards with student 
information on them 

What functionality 
does this 
application offer? 
 

The participant recalls the module 
and dashboard functionality. 

Participant understood 
most functionality 
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6.3.3.4 System Usability Scale Exit Survey 
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